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Abstract
Litt旭e is known about how researchers in higher education in､
stitutions ｪHEIsｫ experience and respond to support received 
from their departmentss The present study investigated how 
support for researchersｷ autonomy ｪchoice and se旭f､expressionｫp 
re旭atedness ｪthrough connections with co旭旭eaguesｫ and compe､
tence ｪfee旭ing effective in oneｷs workｫ inf旭uenced their attitudes 
towards an externa旭 assessment of researchs To do sop we sur､
veyed ズゾ芦 academics from four HEIs in the UK about their at､
titudes towards one such externa旭 assessmentr the Research 
Exce旭旭ence Framework ｪREFｫp a nationwide assessment of re､
search qua旭ity and the subject of debate about research eva旭ua､
tions Our findingsp drawing on se旭f､determination theoryp show 
that departments can shape responses to the REFr individua旭s 
whose psycho旭ogica旭 needs were supported by their academic 
departments he旭d more positivep and 旭ess negativep attitudes 
towards the REFs This occurred both direct旭y and indirect旭y 
through researchersｷ recognition that the REF had a more posi､
tive inf旭uence on their research activities and outputss
Abstrakt
Wir wissen wenig dar訟berp wie Hochschu旭､ForscherInnen auf 
Unterst訟tzung ihrer Instituten reagieren und diese er旭ebens Die 
ゴ科 |科 科架 WEINSTEIN ET AL.
ゲ科 |科INTRODUC TION
Litt旭e research has sought to understand how academic researchers experience support from their immediate 
work environments ｪname旭yp academic departmentsｫp and how such experiences shape responses to externa旭 de､
mands they facep yet there is much of the debate across commentators and scho旭arsp regarding deve旭opments in 
higher education ｪHEｫp particu旭ar旭y with regards to the evo旭ving ro旭e of research assessments Scho旭ars and com､
mentators have 旭ong criticised the pervasive effect of research assessment in the UK and e旭sewhere as de旭eterious 
to academics and their practices Described as being the beating heart of an uaudit cu旭turevp research assessment is 
often described impeding the freedoms of the academic community and scientific endeavours Indeedp seen by its 
critics as symptomatic of a marketised higher educationp where a market 旭ogic is preva旭entp research assessment 
in the UK is often criticised as threatening the identitiesp freedoms and se旭f､sovereignty of academicss The current 
form of research assessment in the UKp the Research Exce旭旭ence Framework ｪREFｫp which extends to the eva旭ua､
tion of the non､academic impact of researchp has even been criticised as ua Frankenstein Monsterv ｪMartinp ゴグゲゲｫ 
and a udehumanisingv force in academic research ｪWatermeyerp ゴグゲ葦ｫ and though these accounts may ring true for 
so manyp there are fewer accounts from those who have sought to test how the REF is received by researchersp 
and what academic workp旭aces can do to shape that receptions
This paper therefore focuses on attitudes towards the REFp the periodic assessment of research qua旭ities and 
impacts across the UK HE systemp which takes p旭ace every five to seven yearss In ゴグゲジp ゲズジ universities partici､
pated in the 旭atest cyc旭e of this exercisep and its resu旭ts had significant consequences for the distribution of pub旭ic 
funding to universitiesp for the prestige of departments and universitiesp and for staff and student recruitments 
Given its sa旭ience in the academic mindsetp and as the UK system readies itse旭f for the next assessment cyc旭e in 
ゴグゴゲp we sought to understand how the REF is viewed as a positive or negative aspect of the incentives and sup､
port that academics experience within the HE workp旭aces
vor旭iegende Studie untersuchtep wie die Unsterst訟tzung von 
Autonomie ｪWah旭freiheit und Se旭bstausdruckｫp Bezogenheit 
ｪdurch Verbindungen mit Ko旭旭egInnenｫp und Kompetenz ｪsich 
effektiv in der eigenen Arbeit er旭ebenｫ die Einste旭旭ungen von 
ForscherInnen zu externer Forschungsbewertung beein､
f旭ussts Zu diesem Zweck befragten wir ズゾ芦 AkademikerInnen 
an vier britischen Hochschu旭en zu ihren Einste旭旭ungen 
gegen訟ber einer externen Forschungsbewertungr dem 
Research Exce旭旭ence Framework ｪREFｫp eine 旭andesweite 
Bewertung von Forschungsqua旭it士tp die in der Debatte stehts 
Beruhend auf der Se旭bstbestimmungstheoriep zeigen unsere 
Ergebnissep dass Institute Reaktionen auf das REF beeinf旭us､
sen k塾nnenr Individuenp deren psycho旭ogische Bed訟rfnisse 
von ihren Instituten unerst訟tzt wurdenp hatten mehr posi､
tive und weniger negative Einste旭旭ungen gegen訟ber dem 
REFs Dieser Effekt wurde sowoh旭 direkt wie indirekt dadurch 
vermitte旭tp dass ForscherInnen anerkanntenp dass das REF 
einen positiveren Einf旭uss auf ihre Forschungst士tigkeiten und 
Ergebnisse hattes
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ゲsゲ科|科Theoretica旭 frameworkr Psycho旭ogica旭 needs at work and se旭f､determination theory
Our work is theoretica旭旭y underpinned using se旭f､determination theory ｪSDTq Deci ｹ Ryanp ゲゾ芦ズｫp a ジグ､year o旭d 
approach to understanding human motivation that has shown particu旭ar promise in exp旭aining variabi旭ity in work､
p旭ace we旭旭､being ｪDeci ｹ Ryanp ゲゾ芦ズp ゴグググq Ryan ｹ Decip ゴグゲゼｫ and responding to dead旭ines and pressures ｪsee 
Ryan ｹ Decip ゴグゲゼｫp but which has not been tested in re旭ation to experiences within HEs When app旭ied to an 
organisationa旭 contextp the theory high旭ights that emp旭oyees need to fee旭 that they are supported in three psy､
cho旭ogica旭 needs ｪisesp psycho旭ogica旭 need supportｫr their competenceｦor their fee旭ings of efficacy in their workq 
relatednessｦor fee旭ings of c旭oseness and connection with co旭旭eagues at workq and autonomyｦthe fee旭ing that one 
is acting vo旭itiona旭旭y and therefore ab旭e to express onese旭fs Specifica旭旭yp organisations may he旭p their emp旭oyees 
fee旭 satisfaction for the competence need when they support activities that cha旭旭enge emp旭oyees in 旭ine with their 
abi旭itiesp and offer support and structure for achieving goa旭s in 旭ine with their emp旭oyeesｷ va旭uess Organisations can 
a旭so he旭p emp旭oyees fee旭 satisfaction for the relatedness need through creating a work cu旭ture that supports em､
p旭oyeesｷ mutua旭 trust and caring for others at works Fina旭旭yp they can support emp旭oyees in their need for autonomy 
by a旭旭owing them to express themse旭ves honest旭yp respecting and responding to emp旭oyee viewsp and encouraging 
emp旭oyees to make meaningfu旭 decisions in their dai旭y working 旭ife ｪsee Dagenais､Desmaraisp Forestp Girouardp ｹ 
Crevier､Braudp ゴグゲジq Gagn爾p ゴググザq Greguras ｹ Diefendorffp ゴググゾq Leroyp Ansee旭p Gardnerp ｹ Se旭sp ゴグゲズq Ryan ｹ 
Decip ゴグゲゼｫs
Empirica旭 research based on SDT has revea旭ed that individua旭sｷ experiences of having the needs for autonomyp 
re旭atedness and competence met at work 旭eads to more positive views of potentia旭 workp旭ace stressors ｪVan 
den Broeckp Ferrisp Changp ｹ Rosenp ゴグゲ葦ｫp and the satisfaction of psycho旭ogica旭 needs has simi旭ar旭y been con､
ceptua旭ised as psycho旭ogica旭 resources that assist individua旭s during difficu旭t work periods ｪisesp Verbruggenp De 
Coomanp ｹ Vansteenkistep ゴグゲズｫp in order to he旭p buffer the detrimenta旭 effects of work stressors on we旭旭､being 
ｪViswesvaranp Sanchezp ｹ Fisherp ゲゾゾゾｫs A旭ongside its effects on emp旭oyee we旭旭､beingp psycho旭ogica旭 need satis､
faction at work is 旭inked with greater job engagement and 旭ess burnout ｪVan den Broeck et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs Comparab旭e 
findings have revea旭ed that need satisfaction at work is associated with emp旭oyees putting more effort put into 
work ｪDe Coomanp Stynenp Van den Broeckp Se旭sp ｹ De Wittep ゴグゲザq Schreursp van Emmerikp Van den Broeckp ｹ 
Guenterp ゴグゲジｫs Indeedp the importance of need satisfaction at work was e旭egant旭y demonstrated by O旭afsenp 
Ha旭varip Forestp and Deci ｪゴグゲズｫp who found that workp旭ace psycho旭ogica旭 need satisfaction re旭ated to more in､
terna旭p or persona旭旭y drivenp motivations to workp whereas mere旭y incentivising emp旭oyees with money did nots 
Overa旭旭p these findings high旭ight the ro旭e of need satisfaction in the workp旭ace contextp but they have rare旭y been 
extended to understand the experiences of those working in HE ｪfor an exceptionp see Chubb ｹ Reedp ゴグゲゼｫs
ゲsゴ科|科The REF and motivation in higher education institutions
A旭though psycho旭ogica旭 need support and incentivesｦtwo motivationa旭旭y re旭evant experiences at workｦhave 
been compared in previous research ｪCeraso旭ip Nick旭inp ｹ Nassre旭grgawip ゴグゲ葦ｫp to the best of our know旭edge 
no research has examined how the support for psycho旭ogica旭 need satisfaction inf旭uences individuals' attitudes 
towards assessmentss One such assessmentｦthe REFｦis the UKｷs performance､based research funding system 
ｪHicksp ゴグゲゴｫp used primari旭y to high旭ight areas of exce旭旭ence across a旭旭 discip旭inesp a旭旭ocate around ﾆゲs葦 bi旭旭ion of 
pub旭ic research funding annua旭旭y to universitiesp and benchmark the qua旭ity of ear旭ier research through a process 
of expert peer reviews Internationa旭旭yp the UK can be seen as being at the vanguard of research eva旭uationp though 
performance､based research funding systems are becoming more widespread g旭oba旭旭y ｪHaze旭kown ｹ Gibsonp 
ゴグゲゼｫs Broad旭y speakingp the REF acts as a performance incentive for institutionsp departments and academics 
a旭ikes Thusp it provides a direct 旭ens from which to view how psycho旭ogica旭 need satisfactions inf旭uence higher 
education institution ｪHEIｫ academicsｷ responses to a shared research agendas We be旭ieve that nove旭 question 
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of whether meaningfu旭 aspects of the workp旭acep such as psycho旭ogica旭 need supportsp impact responses to ex､
ercises such as the REF is critica旭旭y important within academic contextsp where career stabi旭ity and promotion 
opportunities usua旭旭y re旭ate to c旭ear and measurab旭e performance indicatorsp and where there is a growing audit 
cu旭ture in re旭ation to performance ｪCo旭旭inip ゴグゲゼq Dochertyp ゴグゲゲq Shore ｹ Wrightp ゲゾゾゾｫs
The expectations set byp and outcomes ofp the UK REF have extensive imp旭ications for universities ｪRebora ｹ 
Turrip ゴグゲザq Watermeyerp ゴグゲ葦ｫp and therefore for academicsp whose career progression and stabi旭ityp inf旭uence 
within the departmentp and research resources are often 旭inked with their abi旭ity to conduct research activity 
and demonstrate impact in 旭ine with REF expectationss In other wordsp whi旭e the REF acts as an externa旭 assess､
ment at the organisationa旭 旭eve旭p its imp旭ementation is thought to impact academics by affecting work demands 
and feedback ｪDaveyp ゴグゲザq Fane旭旭ip ゴグゲグｫp As a resu旭tp academicsｷ perceptions of the REF are perceived to vary 
wide旭y and can be divisivep with commentary both critica旭 ｪesgsp Attwood et a旭sp ゴグゲグq Batta旭yp ゴグゲザq Martinp ゴグゲゲq 
Sayerp ゴグゲズq Watermeyerp ゴグゲ葦ｫ and more ba旭anced or supportive ｪesgsp Hi旭旭p ゴグゲ葦p Oanceap ゴグゲゾp Wi旭sdonp ゴグゲズｫs 
A review of media commentary and empirica旭 旭iterature on the REF suggests that academics subjected to this ex､
terna旭 assessment ho旭d high旭y disparate attitudes towards its Moreoverp research often cites the impact that REF 
has on research activity within the UK as justification for either position ｪsee Oanceap ゴグゲグp ゴグゲジｫs To e旭ucidate 
this pointp critics of the REF express concerns that it has the capacity to hinder researcher autonomy ｪSmithp Wardp 
ｹ Housep ゴグゲゲｫp that it is damaging to staff mora旭e and working practices and de旭eterious to identities ｪSagep ゴグゲジp 
Watermeyerp ゴグゲ葦ｫp and acts as an oppressive force in a creative workp旭ace environment ｪWe旭旭sp ゴグゲゴｫs These 
debates are 旭ong､standing and ref旭ect broader concerns about the ways in which HE is seen to be marketised in 
current times and therefore threatening traditiona旭 understanding of scho旭ar旭y norms of behaviour 旭ong associated 
with academic 旭ife and the Ha旭dane Princip旭e of Research ｪesgsp Mertonp ゲゾジゴq Wi旭旭iamsp ゴググゴｫs Insteadp due to the 
use of pub旭ic funds to support researchp governments and funders express a counter､argument that there is a need 
for accountabi旭ity when receiving pub旭ic fundss In 旭ight of thisp many commentators a旭so note the positive aspects 
of the REFs Herep the REF provides a necessary accountabi旭ity mechanism for the annua旭 a旭旭ocation of around ﾆゲs葦 
bi旭旭ion of f旭exib旭e pub旭ic fundingp can inspire positive changes in the UKｷs academic cu旭ture ｪsuch as encouraging 
more impactfu旭 work that benefits societyｫ and effective旭y harnesses academic epistemic responsibi旭ities ｪChubb 
ｹ Reedp ゴグゲゼq Hi旭旭p ゴグゲ葦q Oanceap ゴグゲゾｫs
ゲsザ科|科Present researchr Psycho旭ogica旭 need satisfaction in HEIs and attitudes 
towards the REF
The importance of the REF within UK universities means that it operates as a sing旭ep definab旭e workp旭ace system 
of eva旭uation ｪHamannp ゴグゲ葦ｫp which can be viewed positive旭y or negative旭y ｪisesp an individua旭ｷs attitude towards 
the REFｫs An attitude refers to an individua旭ｷs overa旭旭 eva旭uation ｪesgsp 旭ike｠dis旭ikeｫ of an objects These overa旭旭 eva旭u､
ations are guided by various sources of informationp inc旭uding affective responses ｪesgsp anger and contempt about 
the REFｫp be旭iefs ｪesgsp that the REF hinders blue sky researchｫ and socia旭 perceptions ｪesgsp my co旭旭eagues dis旭ike the 
REFｫs Attitudes are important because they inf旭uence how peop旭e process information and how they behave ｪsee 
Haddock ｹ Maiop ゴグゲゾq Maiop Haddockp ｹ Verp旭ankenp ゴグゲ芦ｫs In the present contextp for examp旭ep academicsｷ at､
titude towards the REF may be expected to inf旭uence how they interpret new information about the REF and the 
ways they wi旭旭 respond towards initiatives regarding the REFp as we旭旭 as further investment into academic pursuits 
that are va旭ued within their institutions ｪHaddock ｹ Maiop ゴグゲゾｫs Thusp a旭ong with understanding the perceived 
impact of the REF on oneｷs own research endeavours ｪisesp reca旭旭ed experiences and behaviours of the past and 
presentｫp it is important to consider attitudes given their imp旭ications for shaping future behaviours of academicss
In this paperp we test the 旭inks between psycho旭ogica旭 need satisfaction at work and attitudes towards the REFs 
Furtherp we seek to understand whether perceived impacts of the REF on oneｷs own research activities wou旭d 
mediate this 旭ink ｪFigure ゲｫs As depicted in Figure ゲp we tested both the scope of perceived impacts of work ｪisesp 
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we askedp how much did the REF inf旭uence oneｷs research activitiesnｫ and valence of perceived impacts of work 
ｪisesp we askedp was the REFｷs inf旭uence on oneｷs research activities primari旭y good or badnｫ as two pathways to 
attitudes towards the REFs In deve旭oping this frameworkp it is important to note that attitudes towards the REF and 
perceived impacts of the REF do not ref旭ect the same under旭ying constructs An individua旭ｷs attitude towards the REF 
represents an overa旭旭 eva旭uation that is based on mu旭tip旭e sources of informations Whi旭e perceived impacts about 
the REF are 旭ike旭y to inform an individua旭sｷ attitudep they represent onep a旭beit importantp piece of information in 
the process of attitude formations
Based on the 旭iteraturep we argue that to the extent that individua旭s in HEIs are supported in their psycho､
旭ogica旭 needs for autonomyp competence and re旭atednessp they may extract from such systems aspects that fee旭 
persona旭旭y beneficia旭s On the other handp in non､supportive environments the same incentives can resu旭t in em､
p旭oyees fee旭ing under pressureｦa metric for measuring potentia旭 fai旭ure and a reason for such an eva旭uation to 
exist ｪDaveyp ゴグゲザq Fane旭旭ip ゴグゲグq Martinp ゴグゲゲｫs A旭though such 旭inks might be artefacts of an overa旭旭 positive 
or negative attitude towards the REFp we sought to mitigate this risk by measuring and contro旭旭ing for attitudes 
regarding the REFｷs impact on the UK academic community at 旭arges This 旭eft residua旭 variabi旭ity in the attitude 
outcomep which was specific to oneｷs own experience of the REFp rather than representing positive or negative 
views towards REF and research activitiesp more genera旭旭ys
ゴ科 |科METHODS
ゴsゲ科|科Participants and procedure
Participants were recruited from four universitiesr Cardiff Universityp University of Sheffie旭dp University of Sussex 
and Linco旭n Universitys It is not possib旭e for four universities to represent the fu旭旭 diversity of UK HEIsp but these 
institutions were se旭ected to provide some degree of contrast in research profi旭e and REF engagement and practi､
ca旭旭y because of the access the research team were ab旭e to achieves1 Other pragmatic factors a旭so inf旭uenced the 
se旭ectionr we sought a spread of research areas through strategica旭旭y recruiting in each thematic group of Units 
of Assessment ｪUoAsｫp or areas of researchp which wou旭d be submitted to the REF exercisep see Tab旭e ゲs2 We thus 
se旭ected HEIs that wou旭d have sufficient numbers of academics from each UoAs Of thesep ズゾ芦 participants ｪゴゴ芦 
womenq ザ芦sゲ鯵ｫ took partp with a moda旭 age of ザズ･ジジ years ｪn ┎ ゲゾグp ザゲs芦鯵ｫp and a range between ゲ芦･葦ズ┊ years 
and ゴゴグ ｪザ葦s芦鯵ｫ respondents who identified as an ear旭y career researchers See more in supp旭ementary materia旭ss
F I G U R E  1ՊConceptua旭 mode旭 predicting attitudes towards the REF exercise
葦科 |科 科架 WEINSTEIN ET AL.
The procedure was approved by the Schoo旭 of Psycho旭ogy Ethics Committee at Cardiff Universitys Participation 
was vo旭untary and participants were informed about the study procedures and data hand旭ing approach at the start 
of the studyp and debriefed at the end of the studys Data were and wi旭旭 be hand旭ed in accordance with the Genera旭 
Data Protection Regu旭ation ｪGDPRｫs
ゴsゴ科|科Survey measures
ゴsゴsゲ科|科Psycho旭ogica旭 needs
Respondents comp旭eted one item ref旭ecting each of the three needss These were taken from the basic psycho旭ogi､
ca旭 need satisfaction in re旭ationships sca旭e ｪLa Guardiap Ryanp Couchmanp ｹ Decip ゴグググｫr competence supportr uI 
fee旭 thatp overa旭旭p my department｠schoo旭 he旭ps me to fee旭 capab旭e and effective in my workpv autonomy supportr 
uI fee旭 thatp overa旭旭p my department｠schoo旭 encourages me to have a voice in what happensp and to fee旭 free to be 
who I ampv and relatedness supportr uI fee旭 thatp overa旭旭p my department｠schoo旭 encourages c旭oseness and trust with 
others at worksv Items were comp旭eted on a seven､point sca旭e ｪグ ┎ not at all agree; 6 = strongly agreeｫs The three 
supports for need satisfaction showed high interre旭ationsp α ┎ sゾゲp but were a旭so retained for ana旭yses individua旭旭y 
to examine re旭ations with each needs
ゴsゴsゴ科|科Scope of inf旭uence on activities and outputs
To answer the questionp is the REF seen to inf旭uence amount ｪscopeｫ of qua旭ity research and research outputsp 
participants responded to three items addressing their perceptions of the amount or scope to which the REF had 
inf旭uenced the quality of their research activity in the past four years ｪsince the 旭ast REF exerciseｫs These items were 
answered on a seven､point sca旭e ｪグ ┎ Not at all agree; 6 = Strongly agreeｫs Specifica旭旭yp participants reported how 
much they perceived the REF inf旭uenced their research activity in terms of its nove旭typ creativity and authenticitys 
Furtherp they responded using the same sca旭e regarding the amount ｪscopeｫ the REF has inf旭uenced the quality of 
their academic outputs in terms of quantityp qua旭ity and prestige ｪin terms of the journa旭p pub旭isherp etcsｫs Both sub､
sca旭es showed high interna旭 re旭iabi旭ityp αs ┎ s芦ズ to s芦ゾp and corre旭ated strong旭y but not exceeding旭y strong旭y ｪr ┎ sゼゴｫs
TA B L E  1ՊREF ゴグゴゲ Units of Assessment of the Research Exce旭旭ence Framework inc旭uded in the pi旭ot study
Main Pane旭 Ar Medicinep hea旭th and 旭ife sciences
UoA ザｦA旭旭ied Hea旭th Professionsp Dentistryp Nursing or Pharmacy
UoA ジｦPsycho旭ogyp Psychiatry and Neuroscience
Main Pane旭 Br Physica旭 sciencesp engineering and mathematics
UoA ゲゲｦComputer Science and Informatics
UoA ゲゴｦEngineering
Main Pane旭 Cr Socia旭 sciences
UoA ゲゼｦBusiness and Management Studies UoA ゲゼｦBusiness and Management Studies
UoA ゴザｦEducation
Main Pane旭 Dr Arts and humanities
UoA ゴ芦ｦHistory
UoA ザジｦCommunicationp Cu旭tura旭 and Media Studiesp Library ｹ Information Management
Note: The REF exercise is comprised of four main pane旭sp sp旭it further into subpane旭s ｪUnits of Assessmentq UoAsｫs The 
UoAs 旭isted here were meant to ref旭ect diversity of research areas that undergo assessments
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ゴsゴsザ科|科Va旭ence of inf旭uence on research activities and outputs
To answer the questionp is the REF seen to inf旭uence work in a positive or negative wayp participants responded 
to the three items above re旭evant to the quality of their research activity and to the quality of their academic outputs 
with respect to how positive旭y or negative旭y the inf旭uence on their research activities has beenp on a seven､point 
sca旭e ｪ┋ザ ┎ Extremely negative; 3 = Extremely positive)s Both va旭ence subsca旭es showed high interna旭 re旭iabi旭ityp αs ┎ 
sゼジ to sゾゲp and corre旭ated strong旭y but not exceeding旭y strong旭y ｪr ┎ s葦葦ｫs
ゴsゴsジ科|科Attitudes towards the REFｷs inf旭uence
Participantsｷ attitudes towards the REF were measured using two uni､dimensiona旭 itemss This a旭旭owed us to con､
sider positive attitudes and negative attitudesp each in its own right ｪsee Maio et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs One item focused on 
respondentsｷ positive perceptions of the REF ｪuThinking more broad旭yp p旭ease eva旭uate how POSITIVE the ben､
eficia旭 qua旭ities of the REF are for youvｫp whereas the second item focused on respondentsｷ negative perceptions 
of the REF ｪuThinking more broad旭yp p旭ease eva旭uate how NEGATIVE the detrimenta旭 qua旭ities of the REF are for 
youvｫs These questions were answered on a seven､point sca旭e ｪグ ┎ Not at all positive/negative; 6 = Extremely positive/
negativeｫs
ゴsゴsズ科|科Attitudes towards the REFｷs inf旭uence on the community ｪcovariateｫ
To account for genera旭 views of the specific research impacts of the REF on UK academicsp we asked participants 
the extent to which the REF has impacted eight types of research activity which have been the subject of debates 
These inc旭udedr engagement with potentia旭 usersq pursuing ub旭ue skyv versus uincrementa旭 researchvq engagement 
with open access research practicesq and undertaking research activityp among other activitiess These items were 
answered on a seven､point sca旭e ｪ┋ザ ┎ greatly decreased this; 3 = greatly increased thisｫs As these items showed ac､
ceptable reliability (α ┎ s葦ジｫp they were combined to form a sing旭e sca旭e and inc旭uded as a covariate when predict､
ing attitude towards the REFｷs impact on oneｷs own research ｪdiscussed in the resu旭ts section be旭owr Scope and 
Valence Relations with Positive and Negative Attitudesｫs
ゴsザ科|科Ana旭ytic strategy
Pre旭iminary resu旭ts inc旭uding corre旭ations are presented in supp旭ementary ana旭ysesp where corre旭ations between 
psycho旭ogica旭 needs and outcomes of interest for each of the separate Units of Assessment under investigation 
are a旭so presenteds In exp旭oratory ana旭ysesp we furthermore saw that ear旭y career researchers benefited more 
from psycho旭ogica旭 need satisfaction in terms of the perceived inf旭uence of the REF on their research activities ｪrs 
ear旭y career 旭inking needs to perceived inf旭uence ┎ sザゲ┋sジゲｫs
For our primary mode旭sp data were tested as mu旭ti旭eve旭 mode旭s recognising the interdependence between 
individua旭s in the same departments Thusp at Leve旭 ゲ we defined variab旭es at the individua旭 旭eve旭p whi旭e at Leve旭 
ゴ we defined covariates at the departmenta旭 旭eve旭s Specifica旭旭yp predictors at Level 1 consisted of psycho旭ogica旭 
needsp and contro旭旭ed for forma旭 invo旭vement in the REF and genera旭 views of how the REF has impacted UK cu旭､
tures Furthermorep the four potentia旭 mediatorsｦamount of impact on academic researchp amount of impact on 
academic outputsp va旭ence of impact on academic researchp and va旭ence of impact on academic outputsｦwere de､
fined at Leve旭 ゲs In Level 2 mode旭s where needs were predictorsp we further predicted attitudes from psycho旭ogica旭 
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needsp averaged from individua旭 responses across a given department and representing the cu旭ture within the 
departmentp more broad旭ys
Nested indirect effects were tested using Mp旭us software ｪversion ゼsジq Muth爾n ｹ Muth爾np ゲゾゾ芦ｫ to test the 
hypothesised mu旭ti旭eve旭 mediation mode旭s Mu旭ti旭eve旭 mode旭s accommodate the nested structure of the data and 
are better suited than ordinary 旭east､squares regression to hand旭e missing data ｪLitt旭e ｹ Rubinp ゴググゴq Shrout ｹ 
Bo旭ger ゴググゴｫs
ザ科 |科RESULTS
ザsゲ科|科Psycho旭ogica旭 need support re旭ations with scope and va旭ence of impacts of REF
Tab旭es ゴ and ザ summarise statistica旭 resu旭ts for the mode旭s discussed be旭ows We first examined the extent to which 
basic psycho旭ogica旭 needs at work re旭ated to perceptions of the inf旭uence of the REF on oneｷs research activities 
ｪTab旭e ゴｫs Findings considering valence of inf旭uence showed that those who experienced more psycho旭ogica旭 need 
satisfaction fe旭t that the REF had a more positive inf旭uence on their research activities and outputss On the other 
handp there was no re旭ation between psycho旭ogica旭 need satisfaction and the scope or amount of inf旭uence of the 
REFs In summaryp basic psycho旭ogica旭 need satisfaction at work re旭ated to perceptions that the inf旭uence of the REF 
was positive rather than negativep but not to how much inf旭uenceｦfrom a 旭itt旭e to a 旭otｦwas perceiveds
ザsゴ科|科Psycho旭ogica旭 need support re旭ations with positive and negative attitudes
Supporting our hypothesis regarding the ro旭e of need satisfaction on attitudes ｪand presented in Tab旭e ゴｫp at Leve旭 
ゴp departments in which individua旭s fe旭t more support for the satisfaction of their psycho旭ogica旭 needs were a旭so 
TA B L E  2ՊPrimary resu旭ts for mode旭s 旭inking psycho旭ogica旭 needs to outcomes of interest
Individual psychological needs Departmenta旭 psycho旭ogica旭 needs
b SE t P b SE t P
ゲs Va旭encer activities 0.22 0.05 4.83 <.001
ゴs Va旭encer outputs 0.15 0.04 4.36 <.001
ザs Scoper activities 0.01 0.05 0.25 .80
ジs Scoper outputs 0.02 0.05 0.45 .65
ズs Positive attitude 0.22 0.05 4.41 <.001 0.16 グsグゼ 2.31 .02
葦s Negative attitude ┋グsゲゾ 0.04 ┋ジsゾザ <.001 ┋グsグゾ 0.06 ┋ゲsジゾ .14
TA B L E  3ՊPrimary resu旭ts for mode旭s 旭inking perceived inf旭uence on research to attitudes
Positive attitude Negative attitude
b SE t P b SE t P
ゲs Va旭encer activities 0.19 0.04 4.24 <.001 ┋グsゲ芦 グsグゼ ┋ゴsゼゲ sググゼ
ゴs Va旭encer outputs 0.29 0.06 4.82 <.001 ┋グsジゲ 0.06 ┋ゼsゴグ <.001
ザs Scoper activities 0.03 0.04 グsゼジ .46 0.08 0.05 1.59 .11
ジs Scoper outputs 0.05 0.05 0.92 .36 0.01 0.05 1.46 .15
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ones in which academics reported more positive attitudes towards the REFp though need satisfaction at the de､
partmental level did not relate to negative attitudess At Leve旭 ゲｦthe individua旭 旭eve旭ｦthose who experienced more 
support for their psycho旭ogica旭 need satisfaction reported more positive attitudes and 旭ess negative attitudes, as 
was hypothesiseds
ザsザ科|科Scope and va旭ence re旭ations with positive and negative attitudes
Findings re旭ating perceived inf旭uence on academic pursuits and attitudes are presented in Tab旭e ザs Considering 
the effect of the uAttitudes towards the REFｷs inf旭uence on the communityv covariatep reports of a more positive 
impact on the REF on the UK communityp more generallyp re旭ated to one having a positive attitude that the REF 
benefits one's selfs Accounting for thisp two of the four potentia旭 mediators showed 旭inks with positive attitudess 
Name旭yp academics who perceived that the REF positive旭y impacted on both their own quality of research activity 
and the quality of research outputs had a more positive旭y va旭enced attitude towards the REF ｪsee Tab旭e ゴｫs On the 
other handp the scope of inf旭uence of the REF did not re旭ate to positive attitudess Said another wayp when peop旭e 
fe旭t their research activities were enhanced by the REFp this view trans旭ated to more positive attitudes of the REF 
on the who旭es On the other handp the amountｦwhether the REF inf旭uenced academics a 旭itt旭e or a 旭otｦdid not 
matter.
Predicting negative attitudesp at Leve旭 ゲ ｪTab旭e ザｫp viewing the REF as a more positive inf旭uence on the UK 
community negative旭y re旭ated to viewing the REF as detrimenta旭 to onese旭fs As was the case for positive attitudesp 
oneｷs forma旭 invo旭vement in the REF process did not re旭ate to attitudess Furthermorep seeing a positive inf旭uence of 
the REF on oneｷs quality of research activity was 旭inked to 旭ess negative attitudess Independent旭y of thisp perceiving 
the REF faci旭itating research outputs 旭inked to 旭ess negative attitudess On the other handp the amount of perceived 
inf旭uence on oneｷs own quality of research activities and outputs did not re旭ate to negative attitudess
ザsジ科|科Indirect effects
An indirect effect was present 旭inking competence need satisfaction to positive attitudes through perceived va､
旭ence of impact on qua旭ity of researchp b ┎ sグジp SE ┎ グsグゲp tｪズ芦ゴｫ ┎ ザsグゾp p ┎ sググゴp and perceived va旭ence of impact 
on qua旭ity of outputsp b ┎sグジp SE ┎ グsグゲp tｪズ芦ゴｫ ┎ ザsゲグp p ┎ sググゴs Simi旭ar旭yp va旭ence of impact on qua旭ity of research 
旭inked psycho旭ogica旭 needs to 旭ower negative attitudesp b ┎ ┋sグジp SE ┎ グsグゴp tｪズ芦ゴｫ ┎ ┋ゴsグゾp p ┎ sグジp as didp indepen､
dent旭yp perceived va旭ence of impact on qua旭ity of outputsp b ┎ ┋sグ葦p SE ┎ グsグゴp tｪズ芦ゴｫ ┎ ┋ザs葦ゾp p < .001.
ザsズ科|科Discussion
Assessment systems such as the REF can shape organisationsｷ aims and the ways emp旭oyees experience their 
workp旭ace ｪC旭ark ｹ Wi旭sonp ゲゾ葦ゲq Kess旭erp ゴググ芦ｫs Perhaps as a function of the workp旭ace environmentp reactions 
to the REF are high旭y variedp with opinions divided as to the benefits and respective drawbackss Howeverp we have 
旭itt旭e understanding of how the academic workp旭ace environment re旭ates to academicsｷ perceptions of the REFs 
This research re旭ied on targeted recruiting within se旭ected organisations to achieve higher representativeness of 
diverse and non､extreme viewsp and to a旭旭ow statistica旭 mode旭旭ing of academics with shared experiences of their 
same departmentss This was a first attempt to understand the extent to which perceptions that the academic 
workp旭ace is supportive re旭ates to such positive and negative attitudes towards REFs
The findings revea旭ed that perceived departmenta旭 support for the three basic psycho旭ogica旭 needsｦauton､
omy ｪchoice and se旭f､expressionｫp re旭atedness ｪfee旭ing c旭ose and connected to co旭旭eaguesｫ and competence ｪfee旭ing 
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effective in oneｷs workｫｦwere re旭ated to how individua旭s viewed the REF as inf旭uencing their own research ac､
tivitiess Specifica旭旭yp we assessed the inf旭uence of the REF on researchersｷ own activitiesp operationa旭ised as the 
perceived nove旭ty of researchp authenticity of research ｪhow it represented researchersｷ professiona旭 interestsｫ 
and perceived creativitys This operationa旭isation of research qua旭ity was more c旭ose旭y a旭igned to a view that such 
need supportive motivationa旭 c旭imates shou旭d inf旭uence authentic and creative behaviour ｪGerhart ｹ Fangp ゴグゲズq 
Hennesseyp ゴググザq Honp ゴグゲゴｫs Our research suggests that psycho旭ogica旭 need support from oneｷs department is 
a旭so re旭ated to perceived inf旭uence on research outputsp ref旭ecting not just creativity but research productivity in a 
more practica旭 senses These findings are simi旭ar旭y we旭旭､a旭igned to the motivationa旭 旭iteraturep which has shown that 
psycho旭ogica旭旭y need supportive c旭imates e旭icit more persistence and engagement ｪGagn爾 ｹ Decip ゴググズq Meyer ｹ 
Gagn爾p ゴググ芦q Schreursp Emmerikp Broeckp ｹ Guenterp ゴグゲジｫs In this studyp we considered both the amount of in､
f旭uence ｪisesp 旭ess or more inf旭uenceｫp and its valence in terms of the inf旭uence being beneficia旭 or harmfu旭s A旭though 
psycho旭ogica旭 needs support at work re旭ated to the va旭ence of inf旭uence the REF hadp when accounting for this 
psycho旭ogica旭 needp support did not re旭ate to the quantity of inf旭uence of the REFs That isp academics did not fee旭 
that supportive workp旭aces protected or otherwise distanced them from the REF having an inf旭uence on their 
research activityp but rather that the inf旭uence was more positives
Furthermorep in part through the perceived inf旭uence of the REF on both research activities and outputsp psy､
cho旭ogica旭 need support from oneｷs department re旭ated to more positivep and 旭ess negativep attitudes of the REFs 
Litt旭e work has been conducted on basic psycho旭ogica旭 need satisfaction at work and attitudesp direct旭y ｪsee De 
Coomanp Stynenp Broeckp Se旭sp ｹ Wittep ゴグゲザq Greguras ｹ Diefendorffp ゴググゾq Het旭and et a旭sp ゴグゲズ for exceptionsｫp 
but rather indirect evidence for their association has been found in extensive studies of psycho旭ogica旭 needs and 
job satisfaction and organisationa旭 commitment ｪesgsp De Cooman et a旭sp ゴグゲザq Meyer ｹ Gagn爾p ゴググ芦q Van den 
Broeck et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫs No researchp of which we are awarep has considered attitudes towards an externa旭 assessment 
as a function of basic psycho旭ogica旭 needss This research therefore provides an initia旭 understanding of the divided 
views individua旭 academics have of the REFp and how they perceive its impact on their thoughts and behaviours 
Understanding such attitudes is critica旭 as they are 旭ike旭y to inf旭uence how individua旭s interpret future information 
and activities re旭evant to the REFs For examp旭ep the degree to which individua旭s engage with information about 
the REF is 旭ike旭y to be affected by the extent to which they possess positive and negative eva旭uations of the REF 
ｪMaio et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs
Concomitant旭yp findings show that perceived psycho旭ogica旭 need support averaged across individua旭s and as､
sessed between departments re旭ated to positivep but not negativep attitude towards the REF at the departmenta旭 
旭eve旭s Stated different旭yp departments which on average were fe旭t to be more supportive were a旭so ones in which 
positive sentiments towards the REF were endorsedp even when accounting for variabi旭ity at the individua旭 旭eve旭s 
This suggests that departments can create a more or 旭ess positive c旭imate which is fe旭t by academics in the depart､
ment and which inf旭uences their work experiences and reactions to workp旭ace expectationss Re旭ations with posi､
tive but not negative affect here are notab旭ep because these discrepant findings suggested that whi旭e supportive 
departments may have encouraged more positivity towards the REFp they did not mitigate the potentia旭 negativity 
or perceived costs of the REFs
Notab旭yp whereasp we tested the perceived inf旭uence of the REF on research activitiesp it may be that other 
mechanisms 旭ink psycho旭ogica旭 need support at work and attitudes towards the REFp consistent with promi､
nent mode旭s of attitude ｪsee Maio et a旭sp ゴグゲ芦ｫs For examp旭ep there is an extensive body of work 旭inking psy､
cho旭ogica旭 need satisfaction to we旭旭､being ｪRyan ｹ Decip ゴグググp ゴグゲゼｫp inc旭uding in re旭ation to se旭f､esteemp 旭ife 
satisfaction and affectp and it may be that thesep in turnp shape attitudes towards the driving incentive systems 
Furtherp studies have demonstrated that positive we旭旭､being can he旭p shape more positive attitudes ｪHep旭er ｹ 
A旭baracc趣np ゴグゲザｫs A旭ternative旭yp it may be that individua旭s who fee旭 their departments fail to support their psy､
cho旭ogica旭 needs fee旭 more resentment towards the academic workp旭ace and research expectations set within 
it ｪAe旭termanp Vansteenkistep ｹ Haerensp ゴグゲゾq Kanat､Maymonp Rothp Assorp ｹ Raizerp ゴグゲ葦ｫp or that these 旭ess 
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supportive environments foster defiance or the desire to do the opposite of what is asked ｪVan Petegemp Soenensp 
Vansteenkistep ｹ Beyersp ゴグゲズq Vansteenkistep Soenensp Van Petegemp ｹ Duriezp ゴグゲジｫs
ザs葦科|科Po旭icy imp旭ications
Our findings indicated that academics reported varied and more negative than positive attitudes towards a system 
that eva旭uates the merit of their works These findings ref旭ect the nature of discussions about the REFp whichp whi旭e 
po旭arisedp are prominent旭y characterised by criticisms and concerns about the REFｷs inf旭uence on UK universi､
ties and researchers ｪSagep ゴグゲジｫs Howeverp such views of the genera旭 academic popu旭ation have not yet been 
systematica旭旭y testedp and this study begins to speakp empirica旭旭yp to debates concerning the REF ｪMartinp ゴグゲゲｫs 
Conducting research in a broader contextp outside the context of the four universities used in our studyp is an 
important ambition for future researchp since it is usefu旭 to have an empirica旭旭y derived understanding of how an 
externa旭 assessment is received by a旭旭 of those subject to its This samp旭ing was undertaken intentiona旭旭y to achieve 
more representative samp旭esp rather than a more cursory appea旭 pu旭旭ing from academics with a desire to express 
strong viewsp and so that nesting within departments as we旭旭 as variabi旭ity between departments cou旭d be mod､
e旭旭eds Though we have no reason to be旭ieve that findings wou旭d not genera旭ise to other institutionsp this requires 
further stringent confirmatory testss Future work may therefore extend the current study by recruiting a broader 
samp旭ep keeping in mind that broad and superficia旭 samp旭ing may yie旭d samp旭es with more extreme positive or 
negative attitudess
Whi旭e we did not direct旭y eva旭uate thisp the current findingsp and the kinds of studies focused on academicsｷ 
viewsp may speak to the perceived costs and benefits of having an estab旭ished system such as the REFs Our 
findings speak to the ongoing debate on the impact of the REFp arguing that the REF acts as a po旭icy instru､
ment that negative旭y affects academic freedom and creativity ｪByron ｹ Khazanchip ゴグゲゴq Erat ｹ Gneezyp ゴグゲ葦q 
Hennesseyp ゴググザｫs Specifica旭旭yp the current findings point to the possibi旭ity that departmenta旭 support cou旭d at､
tenuate some detrimenta旭 effects of externa旭 research assessmentp orp a旭ternative旭yp that the absence of support 
cou旭d exacerbate thems An a旭ternative approach for future research cou旭d further examine whether it is the REF 
or qua旭ities of the department that most affect academicsｷ experiencess
Furtherp we can derive 旭itt旭e information from the current study about whether academics wou旭d prefer that an 
externa旭 assessment 旭ike the REF did not exist at a旭旭s A旭ternative旭yp perhaps the REF represents a form of pressure 
that typica旭旭y characterise academic workp旭acesp and which wou旭d be quick旭y rep旭aced with another set of agendas 
and goa旭s to drive academicsｷ behaviourp as is indicated by some of the qua旭itative findings of the broader study 
ｪWeinstein et a旭sp ゴグゲゾｫs As some have suggestedp the REF may be one manifestation of a broader tendency of HEIs 
and organisations to benchmark and eva旭uate the performance of emp旭oyees ｪMurphy ｹ Sagep ゴグゲズｫs Indeedp it is 
perhaps the REFｷs imp旭ementation by institutions which may be prob旭ematicp rather than REF itse旭fs These are a旭旭 
important considerations for further studyp as 旭itt旭e is known about what academics fee旭 wou旭d most enhance the 
productivityp creativity and rigour of their researchs
ザsゼ科|科Limitations and future directions
Though our research opens avenues for future enquiryp some methodo旭ogica旭 旭imitations merit considerations 
Important旭yp mode旭s of may be exp旭ained by a旭ternative exp旭anations regarding the direction of causa旭ity or by 
third factor inf旭uencess It is difficu旭t to disentang旭e these issues given that individua旭s who produce more out､
puts may experience incentive systems different旭y than those who fai旭 to meet performance expectationss Since 
there is a旭so reason to be旭ieve that psycho旭ogica旭旭y need supportive c旭imates foster engagement ｪDe Cooman 
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et a旭sp ゴグゲザq Schreurs et a旭sp ゴグゲジq Van den Broeck et a旭sp ゴグゲ葦ｫp the most accurate mode旭 is therefore one of bi､
bidirectiona旭itys Re旭ated旭yp because the current study re旭ied on a cross､sectiona旭 designp it is difficu旭t to fu旭旭y un､
derstand the extent to which reports ref旭ected a more g旭oba旭 sense of positivity at workp which extended to both 
attitudes towards the REF and reports of workp旭ace experiencess To attempt to account for this possibi旭ity in the 
current studyp we defined views of the positive and negative inf旭uence of the REF on the academic community as a 
covariatep and indeed the 旭inks between perceived psycho旭ogica旭 need supports and attitudes were nuanced using 
this conservative approachs Longitudina旭 studies testing a cross､旭agged ana旭ysis are therefore necessary to under､
stand the trajectories of research performance and experience as a function of academic workp旭ace motivationa旭 
c旭imatesp and to understand shifting attitudes and reactions to the REF and other forms of workp旭ace incentivess
In UK HEp where performance expectations are standardised through frameworks 旭ike the REFp we find that 
undoubted旭y academicsｷ attitudesp emotions and behaviours are affecteds This research offers evidence speaking 
to researchersｷ reactions to the force of expectations the REF is seen to p旭ace on academic 旭ife in the form of 
perceived research creativityp authenticity and rigours Our findings pointed towards departmenta旭 support being 
a mitigating factor of potentia旭 negative impacts of the REF on academic motivations We saw that individua旭s 
experience eva旭uations different旭y as a function of their perceived support from departmentsp in terms of expe､
riencing support for competence or fee旭ing efficacious in their workp re旭atedness or fee旭ing c旭ose and connected 
to co旭旭eaguesp and autonomous or having choices and a say at works By p旭acing more emphasis on these factorsp it 
seems then that HEIs and departments may be ab旭e to mitigate the potentia旭 costs of systems such as the REFp and 
use them more positive旭y to harness academic motivation and further strengthen the qua旭ityp rigour and impacts 
of researchs
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ENDNOTE S
 1 Two of our four se旭ected HEIs ｪCardiff and Sheffie旭dｫ sit within the Russe旭旭 Group or 旭arger research､intensive uni､
versitiesq one is a sma旭旭er research intensive outside of the Russe旭旭 Group ｪSussexｫq one is a post､ゲゾゾゴ HEI ｪLinco旭nｫs 
Adopting another recent four､c旭uster typo旭ogy of UK HEIsp three sit in C旭uster ゴ ｪCardiffp Sheffie旭d and Sussexｫ and one 
in C旭uster ザ ｪLinco旭nｫ ･ see Bo旭iverp Vs ｪゴグゲズｫ uAre there distinctive c旭usters of higher and 旭ower status universities in the 
UKnv Oxford Review of Educationp ジゲｪズｫp 葦グ芦･葦ゴゼs 
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